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Definition

The Massachusetts Department of Education's definition of a gifted child is as follows:

Gifted and talented children are those identified by professionally qualified

persons who, by virtue of outstanding abilities, are capable of high

performance. These are children who require differentiated educational

programs and/or services beyond those normally provided by the regular

school program in order to realize their contribution to selfand society. 1

Children capable of high performance include those with demonstrated achievement

and/or potential ability in any of the following areas, singly or in combination:

1

.

general intellectual ability

2. specific academic aptitude

3. creative or productive thinking

4. leadership ability

5. visual and performing arts

6. psychomotor ability

} The Education of the Gifted and Talented: A Position Statement and Proposed

Actions, Massachusetts Department of Education, Quincy, MA, 1984, p. 2.
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Preface

Preface

While attempts to formally identify the gifted population are numerous and varied, the

fact remains that, in every classroom in this state, there are children who have needs

"beyond those normally provided by the regular school program." And in each of those

classrooms, there are teachers who face the task of educating an entire class of students,

with all their many interests, strengths, and needs.

Classroom teachers often are the first to notice unique abilities of certain students.

Some of these characteristics include willingness to take risks, ability to think abstractly,

and evidence of task commitment. In fact, when teachers use effective materials and

strategies, "gifted behavior" is often manifested. Presenting a creative thinking activity,

for instance, provides an opportunity for the creatively talented child to display his/her

thinking skills. Indeed, Gardner (Frames ofMind, 1985) notes that intelligences are best

observed when students are placed in an enriched environment, both in and out of a

traditional school setting.

Many teachers are increasingly aware of the gifts and talents of students in their

classrooms. However, a critical and important shared concern is how to meet the needs of

the gifted and talented students in the mainstreamed classroom.

Often teachers worry about having the necessary training, time and/or materials to

most effectively meet students' needs. The following list of questions summarizes these

concerns:

1. CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT
• How can I provide for the gifted students at the same time that I have 25+ other

students who need my attention? (Or, I am only one person.)

• Where can I find the physical space to allow some students to work on independent

projects?

2. ACCOUNTABILITY FOR THE GRADE LEVEL CURRICULUM
• How can I be sure these students have mastered the basic skills that I am responsible

for teaching?

3. EVALUATION/MONITORING STUDENTS' PROGRESS
• If some students do independent work, how do I monitor and evaluate their

progress while I am busy with others?

4. TEACHING STRATEGIES/MATERIALS THAT CHALLENGE STUDENTS
• How can I make my teaching more exciting so that bright students won't complain

of being "bored"?
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• What materials are especially appropriate for gifted students and where can I find

them?
• Where can I find challenging activities in math, science, social studies, etc.?

• What exactly is involved in independent study; what is expected of the student and

of me?
• What can I do to challenge students who finish work before the others?

5. RESOURCES
• What do I do if the student is more knowledgeable in a certain area than I am?
• Where can I find another set of hands to help in the classroom?

This publication is targeted to help

answer these questions and concerns. It

has been developed to assist the regular

classroom teacher, who is responsible for

an entire class including gifted student(s).

If there is one common thread linking

most gifted students, it is the reality that

the majority of their school time is spent

in the regular classroom (see Figure A).

In school districts fortunate enough to

have a program for gifted and talented

students, a partnership can be formed
with the classroom teacher to provide

optimum learning experiences for these

students.

The specific goals of this publication are:

How do gifted students spend their time?*

*Onefull day a week involved in a gifted program

It's About Time, Alane J. Starko, Mansfield Center, CT
Creative Learning Precs, 1986

Figure A

1

.

To provide the classroom teacher with techniques for improved management of time,

space, and materials (including appropriate checklists and management forms);

2. To provide numerous proven strategies for challenging the gifted child within the

context of the regular classroom;

3. To examine ways to draw upon all of the resources of the school and community in

order to benefit both teachers and gifted students;

4. To suggest challenging subject-related activities for individuals, small groups, or the

whole class; and

5. To offer a list of enriched options for students who have shown mastery of skills and

need to be challenged.
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Amy, a bright college student, is frequently quoted in this publication. Amy was
interviewed as part of a staff in-service course and in this publication she responds

spontaneously to questions posed by grade 4-6 teachers. Her answers reflect many of the

joys and concerns that are issues in educating gifted and talented students.

The author wishes to express appreciation to all of the Massachusetts educators who
contributed to this publication. It is significant to note that two very clear messages were
often repeated by the contributors:

1

.

Appropriate staff training and support is vital to enable classroom teachers to

better meet the needs of the gifted in the regular classroom;

2. An enriched classroom in combination with effective management and teaching

strategies benefits the gifted and talented as well as all students in the classroom.
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Meeting Students' Needs: Differentiating Instruction

Every student in my third grade class had the same exact things to do,

and since Ifinished everything early, I spent a goodpart ofevery day

grading other kids' papers ... / became veryfrustrated with my
teacher because I would ask him to give me different things to do,

and he really didn't have much to offer.

Amy

Meeting Students 1 Needs:
Differentiating Instruction

The Massachusetts Department of Education position statement, The Education ofthe

Gifted and Talented, states that gifted students are those who "... require differentiated

educational programs and/or services . . .
." Differentiated instruction includes:

1

.

a curriculum that focuses on higher cognitive thinking processes (synthesis, analysis,

evaluation);

2. opportunity to move rapidly through the curriculum as a student demonstrates mastery

of skills and knowledge;

3. instructional strategies that are matched to identified learning styles;

4. opportunities for students to investigate areas of interest through independent study;

5. a variety of ways of scheduling and grouping students for instruction;

6. student involvement in planning and evaluation;

7. use of learning centers as well as outside resources;

8. meaningful activities that are challenging and thought-provoking (not merely time-

killers).

The key is differentiated, not "more of the same" or "extra." The challenge for the

classroom teacher is how to bring these elements of differentiated instruction into the

classroom.

Finding The Time To Differentiate:
Compacting The Curriculum

Compacting helps gifted and talented students to avoid unnecessary practice of skills

already mastered and "buys" them time to pursue accelerated or enriched activities. In the

compacting process students are tested to determine areas of academic strength so that the

basic curriculum can be appropriately "compacted" (covered in the minimum time

necessary).
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In It's About Time: In-Service Strategiesfor Curriculum Compacting, author Alane J.

Starko suggests the following list of student behaviors that may indicate a readiness for

compacting:

Finishes tasks quickly

Daydreams

Brings in outside reading material

Is often sought by others for assistance

Uses advanced vocabulary

Appears bored during instructional time

Scores consistently high on tests despite average or below-average classwork

Creates own puzzles, games or diversions in class

Compacting is a powerful strategy for finding the time to differentiate instruction. Edith

Morgan, Grants Coordinator for Quabbin Regional School District, recommends
compacting because it "relieves gifted students of the requirement to practice what they

already know." (See Figure B.)

How to Compact the Curriculum

1. First, teachers must assess,

through a checklist or pre-test,

which skills have already been

mastered.

2. Then, the core curriculum is

"compacted," or reduced, to

insure that the student can spend

time only on specific skills he/she

has not yet mastered.

3. Since the student is working on

needed skills and not repeating

material unnecessarily, there is

sufficient classroom time for

him/her to pursue new fields of

interest and work on challenging

learning experiences.
It's About Time by Alane J. Starko, Mansfield Center, CT:

Creative Learning Press, 1986.

Figure B

Parents, students and teachers can participate together in designing and monitoring the

compacting process and the enriched learning experiences that follow.
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The Compactor, developed by Dr. Joseph S. Renzulli and Linda H. Smith of the

University of Connecticut, is a management form designed to help teachers to:

(1) identify when and how to compact a learning experience, and (2) monitor a student's

progress. (See Appendix A.)

The Compactor is one part of the Renzulli Enrichment Triad Model. Dr. Renzulli

suggests that there are three kinds of enrichment experiences which form the Enrichment

Triad Model, often referred to as the Triad. Used as the basis for gifted programs in many
towns, the Triad includes:

Type I: General Exploratory Experiences

Type II: Group Training Activities

Type III: Individual and Small Group Investigations of Real Problems

Type I enrichment includes classroom interest centers, field trips, guest speakers,

filmstrips, and other "exploratory" activities. The goal at this stage is to expose children

to a wide variety of interests.

Type II enrichment refers to the teaching of specific thinking skills, such as

brainstorming, observation, classification, interpretation, and hypothesizing. Learning

and practicing these skills provide the "training" necessary for advanced problem-solving.

Note: Renzulli asserts that Type I and Type II activities are appropriate for all children

and, indeed, should be provided in every classroom.

Type III activities are especially appropriate for the gifted student. Renzulli believes

that these activities can motivate the student to think about a problem and to approach that

problem by thinking and acting like a practicing professional.

For example, a student who has been studying the local political process may identify

as a problem a need in the community for citizens to learn more about the issues in an

upcoming election. In response to this problem a student may decide to conduct a

community survey and publish a weekly informational newsletter prior to Election Day.
With such a Type III activity, the teacher's role is managerial, not instructional.

Note that the student in the preceding example is not producing a 10-page research

report for extra credit. Instead, the student is investigating a real problem and developing

a useful solution.

The following progression demonstrates how a Type I experience evolves into a Type
II and, then, a Type III activity:

A Type I presentation on Prometheus was made for an entire class of fifth

graders in Framingham. Type II training activities included an analysis of

personality traits of the various Greek gods. One student decided to pursue

the topic further (Type III) and create two original deities. She then created

a "revised" Mt. Olympus and published her theories to share with others.
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Type III activities can grow directly from all curriculum areas. Subjects as diverse as

history, mathematics and language arts provide rich opportunities for investigations such

as:

Egyptology: Students decided to create a Student Guide Book and tape-recorded tour of

the Ramesses exhibit at the Museum of Science, geared to younger
students.

Geometry: A small group of students studied local buildings by examining their basic

shapes, trying to determine whether shape has any relationship to function.

They noted that the shapes of some buildings in the community have
changed over the years. The group compiled their findings and presented

a report to the local historical society.

Poetry: Students excited by a poetry unit organized and mounted a major poetry

competition for citizens of their community. They determined categories,

selected judges and arranged for the local newspaper to publish winning

entries.

The following questions are helpful in determining whether activities can be classified as

Type III:

1

.

Does the activity lead the student(s) to investigate an actual problem?

2. Does the activity grow from an interest expressed by the child?

3. Does the project require research and real life skills such as polls, surveys, and

interviews used by a professional in the appropriate field?

4. Are there audiences sincerely interested in the student's chosen topic? (See page 32 for

a list of many possible audiences within the school and community with whom students

might share their products and findings.)

A classroom management package, published by Creative Learning Press, helps

teachers who use the Enrichment Triad Model to develop appropriate enrichment

experiences and to monitor students' progress.

Independent Study

Involvement in self-directed study has long been an effective means of challenging

capable students. There has been a revival of interest in independent study because of its

use in many models, including Renzulli's Triad (Type III activities).

Briefly, independent study can be defined as an opportunity for a student or a small

group of students to conduct an in-depth investigation on a topic of interest. Independent

study requires problem-solving skills as well as research and, ideally, is developed for a

specific audience. Independent study allows students to use a variety of resources and

develop a wide range of products.
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Teachers frequently develop a contract with the student about to embark upon an

independent study. This contract (1) establishes objectives, (2) identifies periodic

checkpoints, and (3) provides for feedback and evaluation.

Independent study can be especially stimulating if it grows naturally from general

classroom enrichment experiences. The topic for an independent study can extend from

either a curriculum topic or an interest of the student.

Helpful Independent Study Tools

Independent study can be a challenging option for capable students, allowing them to

do in-depth research on a topic of their choice. Students can work on their projects during

class time and/or devote time to their projects after school and on weekends.

Many students need help in identifying topics of interest. In order to determine

students' interests, Renzulli developed an instrument entitled the Interest-a-Lyzer

(Creative Learning Press). Alane Starko has developed another useful interest survey that

is included in her work, It's About Time.

The Independent Research Student Notebook, developed by Mary Ann Haley et. al., is

especially appropriate for students in grades 4, 5, and 6. This open-ended workbook
guides students through five steps of independent research.

• Choosing a Topic
• Finding Resources
• Researching

• Defining Audience and Product
• Evaluating

This notebook is available from IRSN Publishing Company.

In addition, a very practical Independent Study Folder, has been developed by Linda

Homeratha and Donald Treffinger. This study folder/organizer helps students design,

organize, carry out and evaluate independent study projects. The folder, available for

grades 4-6 and 7-9, also holds the student's papers (D.O.K. Publishers). Also available

from the same publisher is The Independent Learner, A Guide to Creative Independent

Study (teacher and student manuals) by Starr Cline.

Building an Independent Study Resource Library

Students involved in independent study must first be able to feel comfortable with

research methodology.

These research skills are the tools that enable students to identify and investigate

problems, analyze data, and draw conclusions.
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Creative Learning Press publishes a number of these resources, including:

How to Do a Science Project, by David Webster

How to Use Primary Sources, H. Carey & J. Greenberg

How to Use Your Community as a Resource, H. Carey & D. Hanka
A Student's Guide to Conducting Social Science Research, B. Bunker

Facts and Figures: A Layman's Guide to Conducting Surveys, Bill Burges

An entire section of "How-To-Do-It Books" can also be found in The Almost Whole

Earth Catalog of Process-Oriented Enrichment Materials, by Emily Stewart and Martha
Howard Dean (Creative Learning Press).

Having some of these materials available in a corner of your classroom is bound to

result in increased student interest in independent study activities.

Grouping Options

What About Team Teaching?

Team teaching involves two or more instructors in the cooperative planning and

teaching of a certain group of students. This may mean, for example, that four subject

area teachers share responsibility for a large group. The advantages of team teaching

include tapping the strengths of individual teachers, providing multiple perspectives when
evaluating students, and allowing for integration of subject matter.

Integration of subjects is the ideal way to achieve maximum learning. If the student

studying English history (social studies) can learn to write Shakespearean sonnets

(English) and perhaps study Elizabethan songs (music), an integrated educational

adventure results.

Other examples of an integrated approach follow:

TOPIC OF STUDY: CIVILWAR
English/Language Arts: Students can write and publish journals based on the

personal conflicts of families in border states.

Art/Music: Songs and etchings can focus on the mid-1800's.

Math: Students can design and solve word problems regarding

transportation of supplies related to the war effort, etc.

TOPIC OF STUDY: GREEK MYTHOLOGY
English/Language Arts: Create an imagined dialogue between an Athenian and a

Spartan.

Create a popular myth in a modern setting.

Music: Study ancient instruments.

Art: Examine Greek art with an emphasis on sculpture.
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Team teaching establishes the basis for better meeting both the cognitive and affective

needs of students. Individual interests can be pursued in depth when students have a choice

of teachers from whom to seek information and methodological assistance. A child whose
primary area of interest is science, for instance, is frustrated when consistently presented

writing options which he claims are "boring." Through his interest in science, teachers

can challenge him to evaluate the theories of a particular scientist, to research recent

advances in the field of solar energy, or to create a classroom learning center based on
endangered species. Thus, the frustration that many students feel when not sufficiently

challenged can be alleviated.

Team teaching can provide the child with another adult to whom (s)he can relate. A
quiet, shy student may not be comfortable with an outgoing, ebullient adult and may
therefore not reveal his/her many talents. A different kind of teacher, however, may
discover these strengths and encourage the child to share them. Similarly, when students

are evaluated, teachers on a team will have a variety of perspectives on that child, and a

balanced judgment can then be made about the student's abilities and accomplishments.

Informal "Teaming"

Team teaching does not have to involve an entire school's commitment to a revised

schedule. An informal teaming arrangement can be made with another teacher, so that

gifted students can interact with each other. A major problem for gifted students in a self-

contained classroom is the lack of opportunity to be challenged by other children.

One child wrote of his experience in a pull-out program: "Before I came to this

program, I thought I was the smartest person in the world, but now I know there are kids

way smarter than me!" It is crucial for the healthy development of the gifted child that he

or she appreciate the talents and abilities of other children. Group problem solving

activities provide rich opportunities for students to learn about one another's skills.

Teaming With Specialists

Individual teachers should discuss options for teaming with specialists, who are

generally very receptive to coordinating their activities to classroom units. The physical

education instructor could teach a unit on games played by the colonists to coordinate with

a social studies unit. Or the art specialist could involve the students in making murals

depicting a study of the ocean.

Cross-Age Grouping

An individual teacher could also arrange for a small group of students to receive

instruction with a teacher from a higher level. For example, if some fourth graders are

extremely advanced in math, perhaps they can join a fifth grade group for a unit in

geometry. If several students have shown mastery of parts of speech, explore the
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possibility of their joining a fifth or sixth grade literature group during the time that you
are teaching parts of speech to the rest of the class. In return, fifth or sixth graders who
need to "brush up" on these skills can be sent to your class for instruction. This informal

and temporary teaming can be of tremendous benefit to students at all levels of ability.

Teacher Exchange Days

What about teacher exchange days? Plan a lesson in your area of expertise (or interest)

and teach it to another class. You may want to do this on a regular basis with another

teacher. Children benefit tremendously from exposure to new people as well as to new
ideas.

Role switching has benefited students at the R. E. Shaw Middle School in Millbury,

where G/T Coordinator Carol Chiras has taught Adaptive Physical Education and

Industrial Arts to several classes. During the times that Mrs. Chiras took over these

classes, her students were taught extensive mapping skills as well as film developing by the

teachers with whom she "switched."

Minicourses

Grouping students across a school or grade level according to their areas of greatest

interest can be accomplished by setting aside a period per week for minicourses. These are

generally 6-10 week courses based on students' interests. These courses cover a broad

range of academic areas. Teachers as well as parent and community volunteers can

instruct these groups. Minicourses are often taught on Friday afternoons or sometimes

offered after school hours or on Saturdays.

What an Individual Teacher Can Do:
New Possibilities For Grouping and Scheduling Students

One way in which an individual teacher can improve upon the daily schedule is to

provide an independent study period. Capable students can pursue independent projects

and those in need of extra assistance can receive it. Perhaps support personnel such as

tutors, librarians, mentors, and aides can work with students during this period.

Longer Time Blocks

Also consider providing larger blocks of time for specific subjects. A two-hour

language arts class on one day, for example, could be balanced by other larger time blocks

for other academic areas on different days. Students benefit from pursuing a topic in-

depth and a greater understanding results. Larger time blocks also facilitate the

involvement of outside resources. It is not critical that every subject receive equal time

every day!
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Student Discussion Groups

After Melrose English teacher Susan Smith asks seventh and eighth grade students to

write answers to study questions, she sometimes divides them into groups to discuss their

responses (without teacher input). Each group is responsible for determining its best

answers and for discussing them with the entire class at a subsequent time.

Cluster Ability Grouping

Discuss with your principal a practice that works at the Sutton Elementary School.

Students' special talents are considered when grouping arrangements are made.
Therefore, if several children at one grade level have exceptional talent in art, creative

writing, etc., efforts are made to place them in the same classroom. This enables the

homeroom teacher to provide these students with appropriate enrichment and also allows

the students to learn from others who share their interests/talents.

Could Parallel Scheduling Work For You?

While many schools are ruled by "The Schedule," parallel scheduling is an option that

provides some flexibility. Parallel scheduling means planning smaller teacher-directed

classes parallel to large instructional activities and support services. While a teacher is

working with a directed reading or math group, remaining students are involved in

"extension activities" with support staff. Support staff may include a G/T coordinator,

teacher aides, parent volunteers, Chapter I personnel, librarians, mentors, etc.

After each time block, groups rotate so that all children receive instructional as well as

enrichment time during the school day. The enrichment activities or services take place in

an Extension Center. (See Figure C.)

Model B

Typical Student Schedule Using Extension Center Concept

Homeroom

V

Title I Reading
874 Reading

ED
ID

Speech
General Music

Clubs

Reading Skill Group

Language Arts

V
ESAA Reading
Talented

ESAA Math
Gifted

Group Guidance
Choir
Activity Groups

*- (Study Skills - Creative Arts)

Extension
-*

V
Lunch

V
Social Studies

*
Science/Health/Math

Figure C
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The Extension Center is the daily period when students receive support, remedial or

enrichment services without being removed from teacher-directed instruction. During

this period in the Extension Center, which can be managed by an aide or parent volunteer,

gifted students may pursue independent projects or meet with a resource teacher or

mentor. Students in need of tutoring can receive those services. Other special needs, such

as adaptive physical education, speech therapy, musical instrument lessons, are also

scheduled at that time. Other students may have study skills and/or creative arts.

Important to the development of a successful Extension Center is cooperative planning,

including specialists, classroom teachers, and administrators. Also critical is a clearly

defined management program to monitor student progress. By maximizing time-on-task

and by effectively utilizing the school's human resources, parallel scheduling can provide

much-needed relief for teachers.

How does the Extension Center specifically benefit the gifted student?

1

.

Gifted students can meet with an enrichment coordinator in school systems that

have such personnel.

2. Gifted students can be scheduled to work with mentors at this time.

3. Gifted students can work together in group problem-solving activities.

4. Extension Centers provide an excellent opportunity for students to pursue Type III

investigations.

5. Some gifted students, especially in junior high school, are uncomfortable when
singled out in class. Since an entire group goes to Extension Center, much of that

"stigma" is removed.

6. Appropriate challenging materials can be stored in the Center, where students from

several classes and grade levels can have access to them, thus avoiding the cost of

duplication of materials and resources.

Learning Centers

Any corner of the room, a shelf, or even a small table can house a classroom learning

center. While no two are exactly alike, a learning center typically focuses on either a

specific curriculum topic (e.g., the Civil War), a general theme (e.g., transportation,

change), or a particular skill (e.g., brainstorming, writing an outline). A learning center

might include materials such as visually appealing posters or signs, books, task cards at

progressively difficult levels of thinking, and self-correcting activities or games.

Classroom learning centers are an ideal way to provide enrichment for all students and, at

the same time, to challenge gifted students.

A center can have many purposes; it can (1) focus on a topic in which students have

expressed an interest, (2) relate to a unit being studied, or (3) expose students to a new
topic or extend their interest.
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Learning centers can be made of many materials. They can be created with wood
panels, cardboard, or by using paper bags, rings, string-tie envelopes, cans, or color-

coded file boxes for task cards.

Ideally, several learning centers are available in the classroom. They can be shared

with other teachers on a rotating basis. Activities are self-directed with necessary

resource materials available within the center or easily accessible from the library.

Students can be given an opportunity to work independently in the center when
assignments are completed or they can be assigned certain tasks at the center that reinforce

specific thinking skills. For example, if a bright student is comfortable with analytical

tasks but not creative ones, special effort might be made to assign activities that encourage

students to synthesize information and develop their creative thinking skills.

In any learning center, a student record sheet should be maintained daily, so that

specific assignments can be made and progress can be properly monitored. Teachers

frequently employ a management profile which includes each student's name and provides

a means for assessing individual progress. Any student working in a learning center

should be scheduled for periodic brief conferences with the teacher or aide when time

permits.

Creating Your Own Center

There are several ways to obtain a classroom learning center. The first is to create one

based on either your curriculum or your students' interests. Care should be taken to

include questions at all levels of Bloom's Taxonomy. In this way, all students benefit from

working in the center.

The "Bloom" depicted as a flower on the following page was adapted by Nancy Gargan

and Bunny Meyer, in collaboration with the children of the Brookline Public Schools. The
"Bloom" defines each level of thinking (inner portion of petal) and lists verbs (processes)

and products that can be assigned to reinforce each skill. A teacher can choose a verb and a

product from each petal, thereby offering students increasingly challenging options. It is

recommended that gifted students use the higher levels of thinking (synthesis, analysis and

evaluation) as much as possible.

Another useful tool can be ordered from Engine-Uity, Inc. This is the Bloom's
Taxonomy Folder, which contains the six levels of the taxonomy on colorful cards, along

with a list of 123 suggested products for independent research (reproduced on page 33).

To further simplify the writing of challenging learning center tasks, use the sample
questioning patterns on page 19. Choosing one pattern from each section can result in

eight challenging queries related to the curriculum or interest topic. Centers can be

developed easily by grade level teams of teachers working together with this form.
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The Design Process: The "Bloom"*
Developing Thinking Skills Through Creative Learning Centers

Note to Teachers: The mastery' of the characteristics of each level of thinking is a great help in

writing better questions. As a teacher builds a learning center, she/he may use the "Bloom"
below to select a process and a product when writing questions at the various levels of thinking.

Synthesis Questions

(putting together new combinations)

Evaluation Questions

(judging the outcome)

Analysis Questions

(Taking apart the known)

Application Questions

(Using skills and knowledge)

'Adapted by Bunny Meyer, No* ion Public Schools
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9

Sample Questioning Patterns

Critical Thinking Skills

Determining cause and effect relationships
1

.

What effect does have on _?
2. What are all the consequences of ?

3

.

What is the relationship between and ?

4. How does influence ?

5. How did contribute to ?

6. What caused ?

7

.

List the major implications of .

Classifying, comparing, contrasting ideas
1

.

What do and have in common?
2. What are all the ways you could classify ?

3

.

How are and different?

4. What are all the ways and are similar?

5. Into what category do all these fit? (List )

6. Make a diagram to show how is organized.

7

.

What are all the benefits and disadvantages of ?

8

.

Compare with in at least three different ways.
9. What were all the beneficial results of ?

10. Compare what owed to . Who got the best deal?

Selecting pertinent information
1 . What might be all the reasons for supporting or refuting this statement?.

2. Given and __ , how do you know which to choose?
3

.

In order to , what (equipment) will you need?

Creative Thinking Skills

Flexibility

1

.

Become . Tell how it feels to be .

2. Tell how would be viewed by .

3

.

Create the ideal .

4. What if .

5. Just suppose .

Originality
1 . Create a new

.

for .

2. Plan . Make it something no one has ever thought of

!

3. Design . Think of the most unusual design you can!

Fluency
1

.

What are all the different uses for ?

2. What are all the different ways one could ?

3

.

Make a long list of all .

4. What are all the reasons for .

Association
1

.

How is a like a ?

2. Describe . (Paradox such as "pleasing irritation")

3

.

Which is , a or a ? (Which is stronger, a mountain or an ocea
Elaboration

1

.

What are all the ways you could improve ?

2. How could you make (better, stronger, more creative)?

Source: Once Upon a Building by Clista Dow, Sharon Gotch-Cobb and Peter Gotch-Cobb: Connecticut State

Department of Education, 1978.
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Teachers in the Dracut Public Schools, working with a consultant through a

Commonwealth In-Service grant, used Bloom's Folder to assist in developing appropriate

higher-level questions for stories in their basal reading texts. The questions were then

entered in a systemwide database, so that teachers in every school now have access to them.

The list of questions for each individual story, therefore, enables teachers to easily provide

greater challenge for capable students.

Purchasing Ready-Made Learning Centers

There are two companies which produce learning centers: Engine-Uity, Inc. and

Thinking Caps, Inc. Both produce numerous literature centers that extend the basal

reading program for grades K-8. These Porta-Centers are available for several hundred

specific works of literature including The Little Prince and The Adventures of Tom
Sawyer.

Each center contains knowledge, application, synthesis, analysis and evaluation

activities, so that all children can benefit. Most include a study guide and answer key. If

you have advanced literature students who are working independently, specific centers

can provide them with appropriate challenge once they have read the assigned or chosen

novels. The study guide is self-correcting; most of the activities are open-ended and

require little assistance.

Both companies also produce more extensive kits. Each kit includes 72 task cards

geared to Bloom's Taxonomy and other related activities. Some of the many available

topics include: Greek Mythology, Computers, Solar System, and the U.S. Constitution.

The centers are reasonable in cost and provide an excellent way of integrating critical

thinking skills into the curriculum.

Student Produced Centers

Learning centers can be developed by the students themselves. Creating a learning

center requires a student to develop a useful product that is shared with the rest of the

class. An Official Learning Center Contract was designed by Ruth Ross. Students can

work independently or in a small group, but this four-page contract leads them step-by-

step through the process of developing a learning center. The sections in the contract

include:

Identifying a subject

Doing research

Writing objectives

Developing activities and tasks

Setting up and opening the center

Evaluating the results
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Students find this experience enjoyable as well as educational, as it satisfies the need for

meaningful self-directed activities. It also allows others to benefit from the students'

research and planning.

Challenge Boxes: Multimedia Learning Centers in a Box

What is a Challenge Box?

A Challenge Box, originally designed by Catherine Valentino of West Kingston, RI, is

a self-contained multimedia learning center in a large box. These boxes are filled with

materials and activities that provoke students' interest and curiosity, stimulate thinking

and inquiry, and encourage students to ask provocative questions and pursue the topic in-

depth. Activities and questions, in conjunction with materials, allow students to create

solutions and/or products.

Examples of materials found in such a box might include:

Books Microscope slides

Puzzles Photographs

Charts, graphs Copies of documents
Primary resource materials Related music, artwork

Filmstrips Other students' projects

Slides Artifacts

Videos Lists of related resources

Software Names of local experts, resources, field trips

Transparencies Record sheets

In Melrose's Discovery Program, "Challenge Kits" were developed to meet the need

for multi-media, multi-disciplinary learning centers. Based on student interests, the kits

were developed by program coordinator Marge Silvestri and are intended for use by

classroom teachers.

Each kit contains all of the necessary learning materials, including guides for both

student and teacher. Reading materials and activities are provided that span several grade

levels. Children work on the activities in the kits when classwork is done or at other

appropriate times.

Students begin by examining the contents of the kit. They then create a list of all the

information they hope to learn by working with the kit. Each student is responsible for

maintaining records and is encouraged to produce a variety of products, which are then

shared with either the teacher or an audience of his/her choice. Student products are then

added to the kits, providing further enrichment for others.

Each Challenge Kit contains questions that challenge students to think at all levels of

Bloom's Taxonomy and are geared to different learning styles as well. Topics used in

Melrose include: Native Americans, Castles and Kings, The Ocean World, Astronomy,

and Insects. However, any curriculum topic or student interest can become the basis for

developing a challenge kit.
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In Needham's PACT program, Challenge Boxes are also used successfully. Curriculum

coordinator Dr. Rose Feinberg stresses the importance of group discussions after students

have completed a Challenge Box project. Student sharing and teacher input are vital.

How Do We Make Challenge Kits?

These kits can be assembled by teachers, aides or parent volunteers. Students can also

contribute materials to the kits. Creators gather all available resources, including

materials from the library, related to a particular topic. Once materials have been

collected, task cards must be developed and included. Creating student and teacher guides

is important, as is providing a wide range of choice in the activities.

If, in the context of a staff workshop, each teacher or team creates a box, the school

then has a rich reservoir for sharing these outstanding resources. Some school systems

catalogue the boxes to facilitate systemwide sharing. A record-keeping system is

important for this purpose. Kits can be stored in closets or resource rooms when not in

use.

There are tremendous benefits to the classroom teacher. Six of these are noted below.

1

.

A multimedia unit is ready for use.

2. Almost all necessary materials are included; these materials span several grade levels

to allow for wide range of abilities.

3. Further resources, people and places are suggested.

4. Students are motivated to complete classroom assignments in order to pursue the

independent learning opportunities provided by the Challenge Kits.

5. Kits provide essential hands-on learning experiences which are self-motivating and

result in development of meaningful projects.

6. Gifted students can be challenged to their own level of ability while all students are

receiving appropriate enrichment.

An exemplary program of the U.S. Office of Education's National Diffusion Network
(NDN) is called Kids Kits. Kids Kits provides training sessions for teachers and

administrators in the actual development of challenge boxes. For more information about

opportunities for Kids Kits training, contact Denise Blumenthal at The Network.

Renting Kits

Both the Children's Museum, Boston, and the Museum of Science, Cambridge, have

numerous kits available for rental for various lengths of time. The Bones Kit from the

Children's Museum comes complete with real bones and materials to enable each child to

make a finger cast. Specific information is available by contacting the Education

Department at the Children's Museum.
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Computers: Enrichment Possibilities

Having a computer learning station in the classroom not only motivates high-achieving

students but others as well. Students can work in small groups or individually while others

receive necessary instruction. Parent volunteers, aides, or older students often help

manage such a learning center.

Are you aware that there is exciting software available that moves beyond
introducing/reinforcing grade-level skills? There are many innovative software packages

that allow students to: experience other cultures and settings; participate in simulation

activities that require advanced decision-making and problem-solving skills; and extend

their understanding of concepts introduced in the core curriculum.

What Can Computers Do For Your Students and For You?

Reinforce the Curriculum Through Problem Solving

In the context of US geography, an excellent program called Where in the USA is

Carmen Sandiego? (Br0derbund Software) enables students to use their knowledge to

solve mysteries as they criss-cross the United States in pursuit of a criminal. Where in the

World is Carmen Sandiego? involves the same pursuit, but this time Carmen's gang uses

the whole world as its hideout.

Teach New Languages
Students with interest in programming can work with self-explanatory software and

manuals as they become proficient in computer languages. Artistically talented students

can work with graphics programs to design covers and illustrate books.

Provide For Peer Teaching

Computer-literate students can prepare and teach lessons to other students. Each
student could select an area of expertise such as science, social studies, graphics, math, and

programming; other students who need enrichment in these areas could tap the strengths

of the designated computer assistant.

Stimulate Ties With Related Outside Resources
Capable students could also write to software companies (see Appendix B) and offer to

assist in reviewing new software. Publishers of computer magazines might also be

interested in having a staff of student critics.

Students could also invite community persons in computer-related careers to come and

speak to the class/school. Potential speakers might include a software engineer, computer

programmer, or a corporate executive.
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Challenge Students With Diverse Interests/Talents

"Pairing a computer with an academically advanced student in the classroom can be a

prosperous union," claims Susan Harper, of the Florida Consolidated School in North

Adams. Students create lettering and graphics for bulletin boards or design electronic art

to accompany novels, poems and short stories. They often use simulation games as

culminating activities. Once the game has been presented to the entire class, students or

teams of students finish the activity at their leisure. It should be noted that a classroom

computer can be used by more than one student at a time.

Ms. Harper suggests that learning to use database programs is valuable for students and

can also assist the teacher. Projects relating to almost any curricular area can incorporate

the use of a database. For example, Ms. Harper explains, "... a database of the planets in

our solar system or of various countries would require research as well as composition.

Databases can also serve as a lasting reference for future classes to use."

Word processing capabilities, Ms. Harper points out, can be used to compose poems,

journals, reports, stories and letters. Various desk-top programs enable students to create

a professionally designed class newsletter, in which the academically talented writers and

creatively talented artists can join efforts. All students can participate in some stage of

publication. Examples of appropriate software include Print Shop (Br0derbund
Software) and Personal Newsletter (Softsync, Inc.).

"Talk" With Another Computer
At Florida Consolidated School, through the use of a modem, students are phone pals

with other advanced students across the country. Due to the high cost of on-line time,

students must carefully plan their communications before the call is made.

Modems are used in another exceptional project, the Sharon-Canton Collaborative.

Academically and creatively talented students in grades 6-8 from both communities are

trained to participate in intercommunity debates; telecommunication systems permit

students and staff to exchange debating information and ideas through a computer hook-

up!

Assist With Classroom Management
Ms. Harper provides some excellent advice regarding management of a computer in

the classroom:

A written journal, sign-up sheet, or set schedule could be arranged. If a

group at the computer has been assigned a cooperative goal rather than a

competitive one, often they will be much less disruptive - and even more
productive.

Often, computer programs have record-keeping abilities built in. They
may automatically record progress and correct errors. That way, a teacher

has only to access a student's file to see what progress has been made.
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Students can also be trained to use spelling checkers and grammar checkers

to correct errors in their word processing documents. Studies have shown
that consistent use of such checkers helps increase a student's own error-

checking abilities.

Computer consultant Diana Freedman, of the Newton Public Schools, has contributed

an outstanding list of software that is student-directed and, therefore, especially useful for

independent learning. An annotated version of this list of software is found in

Appendix B.
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Appropriate Instructional Techniques

The following instructional techniques can be applied by classroom teachers in the

planning and teaching of any learning experience:

Strategy #1 : Creative Thinking: Building on Brainstorming

Strategy #2: Challenging Children's Thinking by Asking Thought-Provoking
Questions

Strategy #3: Creating Opportunities for Students to Develop Original and Diverse

Products

Creating Productive Thinking: Building on Brainstorming

The technique of brainstorming is easy to teach and involves the rapid generation of

many, varied, and original ideas, usually in response to an open-ended query. Students

can freely stretch their imaginations and enjoy and appreciate others' unique ideas.

The rules are simple but adhering to them is critical:

1. No criticism is allowed during the brainstorming session (any judgment of

responses is deferred).

2. A large quantity of ideas is desirable.

3. Every idea must be accepted and recorded.

4. Zany, imaginative ideas are encouraged.

5. Hitch-hiking or piggy-backing is allowed (this refers to taking someone's

idea and changing it slightly to make it your own).

6. A strict time limit is set.

A brainstorming session can be extremely brief, ("In 60 seconds, tell all the ways you

could improve the bathtub, umbrella, world, etc.") or it could be longer ("Your group has

five minutes to brainstorm the similarities between a coffee pot and a teacher.") But the

process itself can be applied to any subject area and can insure student involvement in the

first stages of creative thinking. Most important, the "error terror" to which many
students are prey is no longer an issue. Exercises for warm-up that help students to

become comfortable with brainstorming might include:

LIST

HOW MANY

everything that is shaped like a circle, triangle, square, etc.

everything that is green, yellow, polka-dotted, etc.

everything that is rough, smooth, soft, etc.

everything that makes you happy, sad, worried, etc.

all the words that can describe a hurricane

different uses can you think of for a hangar, toothpick, etc.? (Note:

Have students actually produce the object and demonstrate one of its

new uses.)

different math problems can you write with the answer being 100?

ways can you improve the bathtub, telephone, umbrella, etc.?
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WHAT ARE ... some of the many ways you can make friends?

... the different ways you can send a letter?

... some new uses for a bubble gum machine, an abandoned car, etc.?

Brainstorming can be extremely useful in presenting a new curriculum unit or in

extending the curriculum activities. To begin a new unit, suggest: "Let's brainstorm

everything we already know about dinosaurs, electricity, France, etc." List all of the

information on the board. Then brainstorm all the information students would like to

learn about the particular topic. (This list provides an insight into students' interests and is

an excellent follow-up after the unit has been studied.)

Brainstorming can be an effective technique for encouraging students to think flexibly

and creatively. At the mid-point in a novel, brainstorm all the possible outcomes. Or
discuss how many different ways a character could have handled a certain situation.

Brainstorm a list of adjectives that describe a character or a list of all the problems a

character faces.

Brainstorming can be used as a culminating activity. Students can list everything that

they learned from their unit of study such as rocks, inventors, or solar energy.

Students can make a list of things, related to the curricular topic, that they want to

explore further . This can provide an excellent set of choices for independent research.

Here are specific examples of brainstorming integrated with the regular curriculum.

1

.

Weather: Brainstorm a list of new and unusual forecasting instruments.

2. Geometry: Brainstorm all the shapes you can think of in 60 seconds.

3. Poetry: Brainstorm all the possible recipients of a love poem.

4. Ancient Rome: Brainstorm all the possible reasons for Brutus' betrayal of

Any of the above could result in a follow-up activity. Students could write a love poem
to the recipient of their choice, be it a relative, friend, or pet. Or students could be asked

to write a courtroom script for Brutus' trial. But it is equally important to realize that a

brainstorming session can also be an exercise, and that a concluding assignment is not

always necessary. Students enjoy seeing lists they have brainstormed either on the board

or on long scrolls of paper. Students can be invited to continue to add new ideas to the list.

Many commercial materials and programs used with gifted students use brainstorming

as the springboard to creative problem solving, including the Future Problem Solving

Program (FPS) and Odyssey of the Mind (OM). As a spontaneous problem in OM, for

example, students are asked to name as many birds as possible in two minutes. Responses

are scored, common responses (robin, seagull, etc.) receiving one point each and creative

responses (Larry Bird, Big Bird, bird-brain, etc.) receiving three points each. Students

quickly learn to stretch and think of more original responses. Nancy Connelly at the

Lyons School in Randolph finds these and other OM problems to be very effective

exercises.
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An excellent resource book for teaching creative problem solving to children is CPS
For Kids, by Bob Eberle and Bob Stanish (D.O.K. Publishers). Another resource which

illustrates the broader benefits of CPS is Help! in Solving Problems Creatively at Home
and School (Good Apple, Inc.). Many others are available directly from the Future

Problem Solving Program.

Specific Questioning Strategies

Who? What? When? Where? Why? How? Questions proliferate in the classroom, yet

oftentimes the answers reflect students' ability to memorize information. As teachers, it is

important to consider that the quality of our questions often determines the quality of the

responses. By using specific questioning strategies effectively, we can change the nature

of the thinking that is generated in the classroom.

Benjamin Bloom's approach has become the widely accepted model of analyzing the

kinds of questions teachers ask and organizing these questions according to difficulty. The
following series of questions illustrates how Bloom's theories can be used to develop

progressively more difficult questions about any curriculum topic.

SOLAR SYSTEM

Knowledge: List the nine planets in our solar system.

Comprehension: Identify each planet in the following diagram.

Application: Make a model of the solar system, illustrating the relative size and

location of each planet.

Analysis: Compare and contrast Mercury and Jupiter in at least three ways.

Synthesis: Imagine you must spend the next year on Venus. Design a detailed

Survival Guide; include a list of the items you would take with you.

Evaluation: Judge whether life as we know it could exist on any plane other

than Earth. Justify your decision.

Questions That Force Choices

It is important to ask questions that force students to use their higher cognitive

processes. The curriculum materials, Making It Strange and Strange and Familiar (SES
Associates), encourage students to think in ways they may never have experienced before.

Examples:

Which is angrier ... the kitchen or the living room?
Which is rougher ... yellow or purple?

Which is funnier ... 3 or 4?

Which is louder ... going to sleep or waking up?

Which is healthier ... a carrot or a sunny day?

and ...
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Which is hungrier ... science or math?

Which is more trustworthy ... France or Italy?

Which is prouder ... a giraffe or a lion?

Which is happier ... a circle or a square?

Any answer is correct, as long as the student defends his/her decision. These questions

require students to synthesize, analyze, and evaluate.

Questions That Provoke Students To Make Creative Connections

Synectics materials also encourage creative connection-making. Children are asked

such questions as:

How can you compare a doorknob to a rattlesnake?

What animal can you compare to a fire extinguisher?

What number acts like you?

What animal is like a parachute?

You can ask children to find similarities, for instance, between Boston (or your own
community) and ancient Greece. Or they can list at least three similarities between a

starfish and a whale. They can be asked to compare a long division problem with the

planet Jupiter in at least three ways.

Questions That Provoke Creative Thought

"What would happen if?" questions establish a format for creative thinking.

What WOULD happen if . . . cows gave lemonade instead of milk?

it really did rain cats and dogs?

the cafeteria only served Twinkies?

students ran the school?

a 12-year-old were elected President of

the United States?

humans lived for 300 years?

there were no electricity?

animals could talk?

An excellent book that details strategies for asking thought-provoking questions is

Hilarie Davis' Super Think (Dandy Lion Publications). Each chapter presents a technique

for going beyond asking students to recall facts, to questions that stimulate students to

think. Examples are provided to help teachers to understand how to convert recall

questions to "think" questions.

Specific strategies discussed in this book, along with conversion strategies contributed

by Dr. Rose Feinberg, Curriculum Coordinator in the Needham Public Schools, include:
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1. Yes, But Why?
(Focus on the reason the information is true or appropriate)

Traditional question: Who discovered America?

Converted to: Why is Columbus credited with discovering America?

2. Right, Wrong, or Neither

(Questions you can't know the answer to for sure)

Traditional question: Name some renewable and non-renewable sources of energy.

Converted to: In 2185, what do you think we will be using for energy?

3. What's Different Now?
(Change something about the information to see what happens)

Traditional question: What is a noun?

Converted to: Try writing a short story using NO nouns.

Students are also taught to create and use their own questions. A "Questioning Center"

can be designed for the classroom. Questions in the center can provide a variety of

challenges that stimulate students to seek information related to a variety of content areas

and design products.

Creating Opportunities For Students
To Develop Original Products

During their elementary and middle school years, students are expected to develop

numerous projects that demonstrate their knowledge of specific subject matter or prove

their reading comprehension. Products are important, as they allow students to synthesize

their understandings and provide them with the opportunity to display and share the

results of their independent study or research.

Students most often choose to create a report, diorama, poster, or model as a final

product. However, it is important for students to experiment with a wider variety of

products. The Bloom's Taxonomy Folder lists 123 products appropriate for independent

study (see page 33); reproducing this list and posting it in a prominent location in the

classroom can encourage students to experiment with different selections.

The folder also includes six cards listing appropriate verbs (processes) for each level

of thinking in the taxonomy. Verbs that lead students to develop appropriate products

include:

KNOWLEDGE: know, define, record, list, label, collect

COMPREHENSION: report, review, identify, recognize, summarize

APPLICATION: interview, illustrate, show, simulate, solve

ANALYSIS: compare, contrast, dissect, diagram, categorize

SYNTHESIS: compose, imagine, design, construct, create

EVALUATION: judge, predict, assess, criticize, rate
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Available from Engine-Uity is a Product Pouch, which includes colorful cards, each of

which describes a different kind of product. This is also an excellent resource to keep in

the classroom, where children can review the options for possible products. A teacher

can ensure that a variety of products are selected by designing a simple checksheet,

perhaps even requiring that students develop a different type of product each month.

Student products need to be shared. In pursuing independent investigations, partici-

pants in Type III activities are asked to identify intended outlets for their work. Similarly,

within the regular classroom, students can be encouraged to identify an audience that will

benefit from their efforts. That audience may be the class itself, younger children, faculty

and administration, parents, or community members. An Audience/Outlet List follows

and can be used to encourage students to seek outlets for their work.

Good Work Is Meant To Be Shared

Who Might Be An Appropriate Audience

Classmates

Younger Students

Older Students

Teachers

Administrators

School Committee

Library (School or Town)

Local Business

Bank

Cultural Institution (Museum)

Historical Society

Newspaper

Radio

Television or Cable Station

Community Group

Hospital

Parents

For Your Work?

Senior Citizens

Political Group

Magazine

Publisher

Author

Poet

Chamber of Commerce

Town Meeting

City Hall

Government Offices

Elected Officials

State Legislature

League of Women Voters

College/University

Special Interest Group (e.g., Garden Club)

Religious Group

Retired Citizens
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Product List for Independent Study

Advertisement

Annotated bibliography

Art gallery

Batik

Biography
Blueprint

Board game
Book cover

Bulletin board

Card game
Celebrity cards

Ceramics
Charcoal sketch

Chart

Choral reading

Cinquain

Coins
Collage

Collection with illustration

Collection with narrative

Comic strip

Computer program
Crossword puzzle

Costume
Dance
Debate

Detailed illustration

Diary

Diorama
Display

Drama (comedy, tragedy,

melodrama, etc.)

Dramatic monologue
Dramatic set design

Editorial

Elegy

Essay
Etching

Experiment

Experiment record

Fable

Fact file

Fairytale

Family tree

Filmstrip

FIRST Sheet

Glossary

Graph
Graphic design

Greeting card

Guest speaker

Haiku
Illustrated story

Journal

Labeled diagram
Large scale drawing
Lecture

Letter

Letter to the editor

Lesson
Limerick

Line drawing
Magazine article

Map
Map with legend

Mobile

Model
Monograph
Montage
Movie
Mural
Museum exhibit

Musical composition

News report

Newspaper article

Novella

Oil painting

Oral report

Package for a product

Pamphlet
Pantomime
Paper weight

Pattern with instructions

Photo essay

Photographs

Picture dictionary

Picture story for children

Poem
Poster

Pottery

Puppet
Puppet show
Radio show
Reader's Theater

Reference file

Reliefmap
Rubbing
Sand-casting

Science fiction story

Scrapbook
Sculpture (soap, metal,

clay, wire, junk, etc.)

Short story

Silk screening

Skit

Slide/tape presentation

Small scale drawing
Song
Songs (collection)

Sonnet
Stencil

Stitchery

Survey
Taped recording

Terrarium

Textbook
Timeline
Transparency for an overhead

projector

Travelogue

TV documentary
TV newscast

Video game
Vocabulary list

Watercolor painting

Written report

Source: Bloom's Taxonomy Folder, Engine-Uity, Ltd.
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Ways To Find And Use
School/Parent/Community Resources

Just as no one person can be "all things to all people," neither can a teacher, however

talented and well-intentioned, be expected to provide for the unique and diverse needs of

all his/her students. Every school has support staff, which often are augmented by school

volunteers. In addition, community resources can be tapped to assist with gifted students.

The use of mentors is highly recommended for G/T students.

In the Danvers schools, teacher Patricia Williams states, "I view everyone as a potential

resource for my students." The TV studio at the high school is utilized, as is the drafting

teacher who works with sixth graders on a "Structures" activity. The home economics

teacher assists students interested in fashion. Money from a grant is used to hire an

inventor who works with a small group of fourth graders. A school committee member is

working with junior high students on a project relating to the twenty-first century. Within

the school building, assistance is constandy sought, as teachers receive notices of current

projects.

Locating Available Resources

In order to gather information that locates potential community assistance, several

useful surveys have been developed. One is the Community Talent Miner, written by Reva
Jenkins and Emily Stewart at the University of Connecticut. A volunteer questionnaire,

created by Trillium Press, identifies the specific interests of volunteers. (See Appendix C.)

Some communities have compiled these results in a Community Resources Directory that

is distributed to all of the teachers in the system.

School Support Staff

Within each school building there is a reservoir of talent. Teachers, aides, nurses,

tutors, specialists, librarians, custodians, secretaries, and administrators can all potentially

enrich your classroom and provide needed challenge for gifted students.

For example, one school reported their secretary was a published poet. She spent

several sessions working with a small group of talented writers. In another school, the

custodian worked on a school garden with a science class. A sixth grade class invited the

instrumental music teacher, an accomplished classical guitarist, to present an informal

concert in the classroom. Patricia Williams of Danvers suggests another example.

Guidance counselors can form activity groups specifically focused on issues such as peer

pressure and underachievement.

A very simple form can be designed to identify the talents of school staff. Asking about

hobbies, outside interests, special areas of expertise, travel experiences, etc., can assist in
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developing a talent bank within your school. Schoolwide periods can regularly be set aside

for sharing via minicourses, or people can be tapped as students' needs and interests

dictate. Exposure to a wide variety of experiences and people often stimulate gifted

students to learn more about a new area of interest.

Parent Volunteers: A Tremendous Talent Pool

While parent volunteers have long been used to correct papers, etc., their support can

be invaluable in many creative ways. Some beneficial contributions of parents in the

Grafton schools include:

• Scanning radio and television listings for programs appropriate to independent

study areas, (video recordings are then made for future use)

• Gathering materials needed to stock "interest centers" requested by teachers

• Monitoring the computer program
• Serving as Junior Great Books leaders

Other suggestions include:

Acting as independent study advisors

Coaching Future Problem Solving or Odyssey of the Mind teams

Establishing and staffing after-school enrichment programs

Teaching weekly minicourses to multi-aged groups of interested students

Funding and organizing cultural activities and field trips coordinated to

curriculum

Staffing math or language labs, library, etc.

Attending outside plays, puppet shows, etc. to determine suitability for enrichment

experiences

Working on skits and plays with small groups of students

Setting up bulletin boards, learning centers, interest corners, etc.

Serving as mentors to students on an ongoing basis

Distributing and compiling a Community Resources Directory

Speaking about a particular area of interest or experience (e.g., trip to the Orient,

baseball card collection, French cooking)
• Serving on a classroom parent advisory council

Community Resources

Within the community there are countless individuals and organizations who can

provide time and services to the schools. Tapping these resources provides another source

of support. Some good sources of local volunteers appear on the following page.
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Senior citizen groups Museums
High school (students and instructors) Professional groups

Colleges Newspapers/radio/TV stations

Community colleges Local merchants

Vocational schools Large corporations

Historical societies Industries

Banks Libraries

Town government offices Service organizations

Fire/police stations Special-interest groups

Hospitals Anyone with a special hobby, interest, talent

Courthouse Performers (puppeteers, storytellers, mimes, etc.)

Since Chapter 188 School Improvement monies and PTO funds are often designated

for enrichment, the following list can also be helpful. These organizations have assembled

a collection of outstanding resources.

1. The New England Foundation for the Arts, 678 Massachusetts Avenue,
Cambridge, MA 02139 (617) 492-2914. Partial funding is available for

performances as well as workshops by participating artists, who are listed and
described in a free publication. Special programs also offered include Visiting

Composers, Visiting Writers and Visiting Artists/Curators. Also encouraged by the

Foundation are residencies (extended lengths of stay) by artists.

2. Cultural Education Collaborative, 59 Temple Place, Suite 552, Boston, MA
02111 (617) 338-3073. The Collaborative's goal is to foster partnerships among
cultural and educational institutions and individual artists. Funding is available to

bring artists into your schools for both short and long-term projects. Request a

directory for complete details.

3. Young Audiences of Massachusetts, Inc., 74 Joy Street, Boston 02114 (617)

742-8520. Young Audiences has a roster of excellent performers, including

folksingers, mimes, dancers, opera groups, etc., many of whom provide small-group

workshops in addition to their performance. Contacting these performers could

result in creative teaching opportunities.

4. Boston Area Guild of Puppetry, c/o Puppet Showplace, 32 Station Street,

Brookline, MA 02146 (617) 731-6400. Many New England puppeteers are listed in a

comprehensive directory. While puppet shows are their primary line of work, many
especially enjoy establishing a working relationship with children; some do small

group workshops or provide preliminary and follow-up activities for teachers.

5. Citizens' Educational Resource Center, Beaman Street, Route 140, West
Boylston, MA 01583 (508) 835-6056. CERC offers a support network, a lecture

series, practical information and an extensive library on any topic, including

education of G/T students. A School Enrichment Showcase every fall offers school

staff and community members the opportunity to view a wide variety of performers

on stage, and to collect information on additional enrichment programs and funding

sources. CERC has compiled a directory of performers.
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Mentors

A mentor is another teacher or community person who works with a specific student

or small group of students on a particular topic of interest. Usually, the topic and project

are chosen by the student, who is then matched with a mentor with the necessary skills.

Examples:
• A student who wishes to study architecture may meet with a professional architect

once a month to work on a structure he has designed.

• A group of students interested in the legislative process may work with a state

representative to prepare and introduce their own bill into the House of

Representatives.

• A fashion designer may work with a talented student to create and manufacturer an

original collection.

Any program using mentors should clearly define expectations for both mentors and

students. A contract should be used to clarify each step in the child's project. Periodic

checkpoints are necessary, and evaluation must be honest and timely on the part of all

involved. A sample mentor report form is provided in Appendix D.

Creative Mentoring

Mentoring By Telephone:

If locating mentors willing to come to the school on a regular basis is difficult, consider

the possibility of a "telephone mentor." A telephone mentor is someone who is willing to

speak with the student(s) at preassigned times to either share information or to monitor

progress on a particular project. A veterinarian may accept an offer to speak to the entire

class, for instance, but find he cannot return to the school for follow-up with a small group

of highly-interested students. A telephone arrangement could be the perfect answer in this

case.

Mentoring By Mail:

Another very successful way to involve mentors is used in Grafton, where Gail

McGrail encourages students to communicate by letter with people in the community who
are connected with their interest area.

Serial Mentoring:

It's also possible that more than one mentor could support a child at different stages of

the project. An architect, for example, could initially be involved in helping a student

design new playground equipment, while a construction engineer could meet with him/her

later to assist with the technicalities of construction.

Project Sage in Framingham has a parent mentor committee, which identifies needs

and locates mentors for students. Project Sage is an excellent resource for suggestions for

using mentors effectively with children.
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Individual, Small Group,
and Whole Class Learning Activities

l

Many creative and challenging ideas for learning activities have been contributed by

talented teachers across the Commonwealth. The learning activities listed on the following

pages cover the academic areas of English/Language Arts, Math, Science, Social Studies,

and Music. Naturally, any of these activities should be adapted to meet your own needs.

Whether to use an activity with individuals, small groups, or the entire class is left up

to the teacher. Many factors must be considered such as available time, degree of student

interest, and ability levels of students.*

While these ideas fall into general subject categories, many of them actually involve

interdisciplinary skills. Any unit of study lends itself to a multidisciplinary approach.

Indeed, Deborah Carter of the Adams-Cheshire Regional School District reports that in

the study of Mt. Greylock, students did the following activities:

Unit on Mt. Greylock: Integrating a Variety of Academic Areas

Art: Students employed various media to depict the mountain and its components.

Computer: The class used LOGO to draw related maps and structures.

History: They studied Greylock history, emphasizing primary research.

Architecture: Students researched past and present structures on the mountain.

Creative Writing: The class developed poems, stories, plays, etc. based on the mountain.

Inventions: Students worked on possible inventions to benefit Mt. Greylock.

Many of the commercial materials mentioned in the following sections are described in

Challenging Curriculum Materials by Hilary Hopkins. This publication, produced by the

Massachusetts Department of Education Office for Gifted and Talented in 1987, contains a

wealth of tested and highly recommended specific enrichment materials covering all

subject areas.

English/Language Arts

1. Publish a Book: Nothing is more rewarding to a writer than seeing his/her work
in print. Publishing brings real-world credibility, very important for gifted students

in particular. It establishes an appropriate audience and satisfies a sense of sharing.

Another immense benefit of publishing students' work is the opportunity for artistic

students to contribute illustrations in a collaborative endeavor. Students should be

encouraged to model their efforts after real authors, thereby including such things as

*Teachers can initiate these activities (pages 39-49) or suggest that students pursue them

independently.
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a dedication, an author information section, etc. Both school libraries and city/town

libraries are generally happy to receive publications. Books should be bound and

catalogued to assure that all students benefit from sharing the results.

Book binding can be done informally using duct tape and decorated cardboard covers

(front and back). Frame shops often contribute excess matting that can also be used

for this purpose. Check with other teachers or the librarian in the building to see if

they can share book-binding tips with you. Or contact a book publisher or book store

for more detailed instructions.

2. Create a School Magazine: Again, publication is its own reward. A magazine

has the added benefit of being an ongoing project. Contributions are sought from

talented writers, poets, artists, photographers, mathematicians, problem solvers/

creators, etc., an ideal way to draw upon the multiple talents of children. In addition,

the talented organizers (those with planning and decision-making skills, for instance)

are involved in the layout, production, and distribution. Magazines can be financed

through sales or through fund-raisers; sometimes a local printer is willing to assist.

Once students have received assignments, most of the work is done independently.

3. Publish a School/Class Newspaper: The ever-popular school newspaper
assumes new dimension with computer assistance, via appropriate software such as

Print Shop (Br0derbund); Personal Newsletter (Softsync, Inc.); or Newsroom
(Learningworks).

4. Review a Book: Students can become book reviewers by writing to publishers and

requesting opportunities to preview new books.

5. Write an Article: Students can submit their original writings to magazines that

accept children's work for publication. They can also encourage the local newspaper

to provide space for students' work. Some newspapers might be receptive to a

"School News" column with student contributors.

6. Categorize Objects: Teachers can establish two cans/boxes, one containing the

names of animate, the other, inanimate objects. Have student(s) draw one card from
each can and brainstorm the similarities between them (e.g., refrigerator and
gymnast, coffee pot and teacher). Students can also add animate and inanimate words

to the boxes.

7. Find an Author: Students can research and locate an author/poet who lives in the

community and write a letter inviting him/her to speak to the class.

8. Create a Play: Students can write an original play, or take a play that they have

read and change its form (e.g., MacBeth as a satire). In addition they might construct

a dialogue between two characters from separate novels.
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9. Write a Story: Create a box full of cards naming potential heroes/heroines,

another with villains, one with settings (Mars, desert, bathroom); and one with

conflicts (murder, hijacking, kidnapping). Students can then select (at random) one

card from each can and weave those elements into a story.

10. Web an Idea: Teachers or students can begin a web by choosing a concept (color,

time, flight, etc.) as the center of the web. Students brainstorm subtopics which
branch from the center and then create new webs for each subtopic. These can

become quite complex and provide visualization of the thinking processes that

created them.

11. Create a Speaker's Bureau: In several Connecticut schools, teams of students

form a Speaker's Bureau. Each student has a separate task, and each task requires

separate skills. One student manages the schedule and keeps the group on task.

Another arranges telephone interviews and prepares introductions. A third writes

letters and follow-up news articles. The purpose of the Bureau is to identify the

needs for outside speakers and to arrange for them to visit the classrooms.

12. Provide Free Writing Time: Time can be provided for students to write about

anything at all for a brief period of time (10 minutes). Thoughts can be shared at the

conclusion.

13. Create an Imaginary World: Students can create their own worlds, keep
journals, build a model of a typical dwelling, do illustrations and ultimately they must

determine whether to leave their imaginary world or to stay there.

14. Brainstorm Word Lists: Students and teachers can create a list of words that are

overused in writing, such as good, bad, nice, big, etc. Brainstorm a long list of

alternatives for each one; then formally "bury" the overtired words. New lists

should be posted to assist with future writing.

15. Learn Interviewing Techniques: When a speaker is scheduled to visit the class,

student reporters learn interviewing techniques, develop a list of good questions, and

interview the visitor.

Students can prepare an interview questionnaire and go to the younger grades to

interview other children.

16. Participate in Competitions to Enhance Creative Problem Solving:

Students can participate as team members in the Future Problem Solving and/or

Odyssey of the Mind competitions. Future Problem Solving also includes a division

called "Scenario Writing."
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Math

1. Set Up a Classroom Business: Created by Andover teacher Bob Littlefield, The
Children's Economy involves students in actually designing and running their own
businesses, banks, service companies, etc. Special "money" is used and the entire

school participates to some degree. Students learn basic economic principles as well

as the benefits/drawbacks of certain kinds of businesses.

2. Go on a Field Trip: Excellent math-related field trips include: stock exchange,

banks, computer firms, etc.

3. Research Famous Mathematicians: Students can do research, select a famous
mathematician, and present a lecture detailing his/her contributions to mathematics.

4. Self-Directed Activities: Students can work on self-directed and self-correcting

problem-solving activities. For example, Problemoids (Trillium Press), TOPS
Problem Solving Cards (Dale Seymour Publications).

5. Preparing and Budgeting for Meals: An activity used by Cynthia Turover at

Memorial Middle School in Beverly involves students in planning a dinner party for

four people. Steps include: developing a complete menu, using recipes to compile a

shopping list, pricing each item and determining total cost, preparing a schedule of

time spent in shopping and preparing the meal, and presenting the final project in

booklet or poster form. Students work in pairs if desired and often bring some
portion of their meals for sharing.

Students and/or teachers can collect menus from many kinds of restaurants. Keep
them in a box in the classroom. Develop task cards which indicate the amount of

money to be spent, the number of people who must eat, and any other conditions.

Students decide which restaurant to visit and select each person's meal. Provide a

form for calculations. Final tally must include a 15% tip and must not exceed

original amount.

6. Write Math Poems: Students can write multiplication table "poems." First, they

must select a particular table, the 9's, for example. The title can be anything at all.

The poem is written according to the following pattern:

Baseball

Nine times one is nine,

The sun is out; the sky looks fine.

Nine times two is eighteen,

The home team is wearing green.

etc

Each child can select a different math table and write a poem. The poems should be

shared when finished.
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7. Create a Math Game: Students can create math board games, either individually

or in small groups. Games should include clear directions and all necessary game
pieces in an envelope or plastic bag.

8. Write a Word Problem: Students write word problems using knowledge they

have gained in other curriculum areas such as science, social studies, and language

arts.

Write word problems using roman numerals.

Construct a chart to show what would happen if you had a penny on the first day of

the month and your money doubled every day after that. Figure out what you would
have on day 30 or 31.

Tally the amount spent on electricity, heat, etc., in the homes of a group of students

over a six-month period.

9. Learn About the Stock Market: Using an imaginary $100, $500, $1000, etc.,

each child selects a portfolio of stocks from the Children's Wall Street Journal.

Using record-keeping forms, keep track of rise and fall in value of stocks. Set a

deadline for final evaluation of portfolios.

10. Plan and Teach a Math Lesson: Students can prepare and teach a math class to

younger students.

11. Be a Mentor: An older gifted math student can serve as a mentor and work on

specific projects with younger gifted students.

12. Publish a "Math in Our Lives" Newsletter: Students can design, write and

publish a "Consumer Education" guidebook for kids, including suggestions for

earning, spending and saving money. A monthly "Math In Our Lives" newsletter is

also a possibility.

13. Conduct a Survey; Graph the Information: Students can construct and

administer a survey to the class, school, faculty, community, etc. Graph and share

the results.

Contact the town hall by phone or letter and obtain population figures over the past

twenty years. Do the same with voters' registration figures (Democrat, Republican,

Independent). Graph the results.

Using a collection of baseball, football, hockey, etc. cards, students can determine the

average height, weight, etc., of an entire team. All American League baseball teams

can be done, for instance, with a graph showing the results.

14. Go on a Shopping Spree: Collect sale supplements from the newspapers and

provide time for shopping sprees. Each student has a certain amount of money to
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spend in a specific time period. All purchases must be tallied, the object being to

come as close to spending all of the money as possible. This can be done as a

competition if desired.

15. Run a Math Marathon: After selecting a worthy cause or charity, students can

obtain pledges ( x cents per correct problem solved). On a particular day, a test

of 100 (or more) math problems is administered in a set time period. Once tests are

corrected, pledges can be collected.

16. Budgets and Spending Money: Students can plan a personal budget for a month
or year showing income (allowance, jobs, gifts, etc.) and expenses.

Pretend you have inherited $100,000. Explain what you would do with the money.
Be specific and list everything you would buy (if anything) and what else you would
do with the money.

Create circle graphs for imaginary scenarios. For instance, a budget for Rip Van
Winkle upon awakening might be . .

.

By perusing travel folders (free from most travel agencies), students plan the two
week trip of their choice, carefully outlining the costs and presenting a final budget

to the class. Perhaps a travel agent would come to the classroom to assist with some
of the planning.

17. Scale Drawings: Do a scale drawing of your room, classroom, house, etc. For

extra credit students can draw to scale the entire school or the entire block on which

they live.

18. Write Stories: Students can write a mystery story about the famous detective

twins, 3/4 and 6/8. Include other "math characters."

19. Participate in Math Competitions: Teachers can create an in-school or in-town

math competition. Teams from each class/school meet periodically to compete either

through a written test or verbal contest. Explore participation in the national

Mathematical Olympiads, Math Counts, or Math League.

20. Design 3-D Math Structures: Students can combine math and art through the

design and creation of three-dimensional structures.

Science

1 . Invent an Idea: Teachers can begin a productive thinking lesson by asking students

to list many different uses for a wire coat hangar, football helmet, etc. Then ask each

student to transform the object into an invention or device that performs a different

function. A box of ideas for this type of "instant inventing" can be available to
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students working in small groups. (The actual objects should be in the box.) An area

should be provided for displaying the products.

Participate in the Invent America! program, which provides an entire package to

teach inventing skills to children, who then submit their work. The program
provides national awards as well as grants for teachers and schools to help further

implement the program.

Students can study the inventing process in depth and culminate with an Invention

Convention. Students can obtain "patents" from a school patent committee before

creating their projects. Good Apple, Inc., publishes two excellent books dealing with

this topic: The Unconventional Invention Book and Inventioneering.

2. Solve a Problem: Participate in the Future Problem Solving Program and/or

Odyssey of the Mind. Many of the topics relate directly to science.

3. Do Original Experiments: Students can design and carry out an original

experiment.

4. Study Scientists: Research the life of a famous scientist and discuss how his/her

discoveries have changed our lives for the better. Imagine our lives without this

particular discovery.

5. Involve the Community: Conduct a Community Clean-Up Campaign. Begin by
raising public awareness of problem areas (land, air, and water pollution). Then
enlist the aid of volunteers from all segments of the community. Produce a

newsletter showing progress, or create a film or play related to your efforts.

Conduct a taped interview with a local scientist.

6. Expository Writing: Write a paragraph explaining a scientific principle to

another student your age. Then write another paragraph explaining that same
principle to a person four years younger than you.

7. Plan a Hands-On Science Day: Invite younger children to explore the class

projects, all of which must be appropriate for touching, manipulating, etc.

8. Study Famous Scientists: Do specific research on "Women in Science" or

"Minority Scientists."

9. Create a Time Line: Students can show the significant scientific

discoveries/achievements of the last 500 years.
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Social Studies

1

.

Design a Symbol: Design a new flag or royal seal for a country of your choice.

Be sure it reflects in some way your knowledge of that country's culture, geography,

etc.

Create your own family's coat of arms. Make it representative of your family

history in some way.

2. Correspond With Other Nationalities: Establish contact with a foreign student

or teacher at a local boarding school or college, write to him/her, and suggest a visit

to your classroom.

Find a pen pal in another community (or country) and correspond to find out

information about that place. Exchange details about the climate, recreational

activities, schools, and other specific information about each other's lives.

3. Create Oral History: Prepare for a visit to a senior or retired citizens' home by
developing an interview form. Bring cassette tape recorders to produce oral history

as you talk with volunteers. Determine an appropriate product and audience for the

results.

4. Develop a Trial: This can begin as a writing assignment. Potential "crimes" can

be reviewed, with the most substantial case chosen for the trial. Lawyers and jury

can be selected, with each legal team then responsible for witnesses, evidence, etc.

See if a real judge is willing to adjudicate the trial, explaining rules of procedure and

meting out an appropriate sentence.

5. Interact With the Community: Through an in-depth study of leadership and the

local newspaper, the class can identify town leaders in various fields (government,

education, health care, law enforcement, religion, etc.). Design an interview

questionnaire and contact one leader in each field. Arrange to interview each leader

either at the school or at his/her place of work and include the results in a publication.

Research various drug awareness programs and recommend one to your

superintendent or school committee.

Identify a problem in the community (garbage disposal, elderly housing, etc.) and

use CPS (Creative Problem Solving) to seek an acceptable solution. Send your

recommendations to the appropriate authorities.

Participate in the Future Problem Solving or Odyssey of the Mind programs. Of
particular interest might be the Community Problem Solving division of the Future

Problem Solving Program.

6. Investigate Career Options: Hold a job fair. Invite community members to

participate. (Some students can design a poll to determine areas of greatest interest.)
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7. Establish a Hall of Fame: Students can develop criteria for admission to a school,

community, or national "Hall of Fame." Solicit nominations and devise a selection

process, etc.

8. Become a History Trivia Expert: Use book entided Her Nose Is 4'6" Long to

stimulate students' interest in history trivia. Students can then search for similar

examples of surprising and humorous facts.

9. Compile a Travel Reference Section: Send for travel brochures to various

countries or states studied and compile a classroom reference section. Students can

design travel posters based on their readings.

10. Plan and Conduct an Open Forum: Invite candidates for local elections to

conduct a forum or debate in your school.

11. Plan an International Bazaar: Students select countries, create maps, travel

brochures, costumes and foods. A sharing day is planned. This can be a whole class

activity or assigned to a smaller group of students.

12. Write Letters to Representatives: Express your views about a current topic.

13. Imagine the Future: Picture your community in 100, 500, 1000, etc., years.

What would be similar and what would be different? This can be an isolated

assignment or connected to a unit on Futuristics, a topic especially appealing to gifted

students.

14. Explore World Trouble Spots: Individuals or small groups can research each

area and report to the class. Periodic updates, oral or written, should be presented.

15. Prepare a Time Capsule: Select appropriate artifacts of our culture to be

collected and buried in a time capsule.

16. Study the Past Through Microfilm: Use the microfilm at the local library to

read the newspaper printed the day you were born. Summarize the current events,

styles, sports, etc., of that day and report to the class.

Art/Music

Art

1

.

Study the Past: Study ancient cultures and reproduce an ancient statue, plate or

other artifact. Be as accurate as possible, even when choosing materials.

2. Study the Present: Students can keep journals, recording their artistic

impressions of current events, field trips, and other experiences both in school and at

home.
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Select a contemporary issue, then design and produce a mural to reflect varying

points of view.

3. Study the Future: Make a collage that represents who you will be in fifteen years.

Predict future changes in art due to technology. Research the changes in the last ten

years. Create several works of "technological art" and arrange an exhibit in the

school. One student can act as curator for the exhibit.

4. Make a Film: Students can make flipbooks dealing with a particular theme. A film

student or professional in the field of animation can teach them how to photograph

flipbooks, add a soundtrack, and create their own film.

5. Enter National Competitions: Participate in the Visual Arts Competition of the

Future Problem Solving Program. (See Appendix E.)

6. Do "Point of View" Activities: Divide a piece of drawing paper into six parts.

Draw one object from 6 different points of view. For example, draw an airplane

from the point of view of a bird, the runway, the moon, a skyscraper, yourself, etc.

Design a T-shirt that demonstrates your point of view on a particular subject.

7. Be an Artistic Director: Design a puppet stage, setting for a play, etc.

8. Explore Architecture: Design two bridges. One should be designed to be purely

functional, the other to be aesthetically appealing.

9. Do Community Projects: Sketch and design a large scale ceramic mural

representing important buildings in your town. Create each building separately. The
final product could hang in a town office building.

Talk to appropriate personnel from local banks, libraries, museums, etc., to arrange

a public exhibit of children's work. (Once exhibit is planned, language arts students

can catalogue it and write a guide.)

10. Plan School-Wide Activities: In conjunction with St. Patrick's Day, students in

one Danvers school designed original "leprechaun traps." Prizes were given to all

participants (a leprechaun!), and students' creativity was evident in the clever results.

Music

1. Do Music-Related Activities: An excellent book is entitled Musical Mysteries.

It includes word searches, cryptic and number puzzles. Students learn about songs,

composers, and musicals in an exciting way. (Good Apple, Inc.)

2. Create Original Music: Write a composition for the school band or orchestra.

Create the music for a class song. Work with a language arts class to write the lyrics.
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3. Analyze Musical Styles: Develop criteria for analyzing different forms of

music, and apply the criteria to as many kinds of music as possible. Share the results

through a project.

4. Create a Survey: Design an appropriate survey and mail it to as many
musicians/singers as possible. Questions could include such items as age of first

musical training, role models or mentors, etc. Include local performers as well as

national ones. Write a cover letter explaining the purposes of your survey. The
results, once analyzed, can be submitted to a music magazine or the local paper.

5. Research Famous Musicians: Students can work individually or in pairs on

independent study projects dealing with the lives of famous past and present

musicians.

6. Create Soundtracks: Choose appropriate musical background to accompany a

reading of your autobiography. Combine selected portions of various songs by
making a tape recording. Be careful that timing is correct. Limit your reading and

music to three minutes.

7. Become a Record Producer: Design and produce an original album cover.

Name your singing group and list specific song titles.
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WHAT DO I DO NOW?
Possibly the two most frustrating words a teacher hears are "I'm done," followed

quickly by "What do I do now?" Students have similar strong reactions:

When I finished my work I wasn't very challenged

and the kids would call me 'the brain', and that's

when I became ashamed ofmy ability.

Amy

In order to get (students) to do more work, you
must give them incentives. No teacher wants to have

a student who is done with his work distract other

students by talking. I believe that the solution to this

problem is to give students independent studiesfor

extra credit in which they can work with subjects

they enjoy such as sports, drama, etc. Every time

they finish their work in class, they should work
on their project and should receive extra credit

for their work.

Nathan, Grade 8, Melrose, 1987

Regular classroom assignments can include two sections: (1) required activities, and

(2) challenging activities that encourage higher levels of thinking. In this manner, the

gifted student has appropriate enrichment built into the assignment and other students

benefit as well.

Elaine McNamara provides a weekly challenge for her students in Dracut. She has

created a Change-A-Shape Box for her classroom. Each week a new design is reproduced

and available for "transformation." Students use the drawing as a stimulus for creating

their own original idea, complete with elaborative details and title. Elaine obtains the

designs from Torrance's test, "Thinking Creatively with Pictures"; from Project Sage

ideas; and her own imagination! Other teachers post a daily brainteaser or problem that

students can solve when they have available time during the school day.

A simple way to provide for students who have finished work is to reserve a corner of

the room for a Games Center, Investigation Table, Challenging Reading Corner, etc.

Sometimes, students need an emotional decompression chamber, safe from yet another

assignment. As a teacher, it is important to recognize when a student needs "R and R" and

when he/she needs challenge and stimulation.

The following suggestions for a Games Center are from an article by Nancy Johnson in

Challenge Magazine (Good Apple, Inc.).
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1. Chess - A recommended publication is Firjf Ztoofc of Chess, by Al Horowitz and

Fred Reinfeld, Harper and Row Publishers, Inc., 10 East 53rd St., New York, NY
10022. ($4.95)

2. ICO - This is a game of strategy and planning played upon a three-dimensional

crystal-shaped playing board. Available from ICO, P.O. Box 50245, Tulsa, OK
74150. ($20.00)

3. Pictionary - Pictionary, a Parker Brothers game, this is played like Password

except clues must be drawn within specific time. Available from most toy stores.

($25.00)

4. The Ultimate Alphabet - This game is a book and also a contest which can be

played individually. Words are painted into pictures and the author suggests

techniques to assist the search. Each person who plays may also enter the Ultimate

Alphabet competition, the winner being the person who identifies the most words in

the book. Henry Holt and Co., Inc., 521 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10175.

($25.00) Contest: The Ultimate Alphabet Contest, P.O. Box 9107, Boston, MA
02117.

5. Dungeons and Dragons - "Dungeons" is a role-playing game in which players

assume the personalities of characters who live their lives in the specially designed

game world of the Dungeon Master. TSR, Inc., P.O. Box 756, Lake Geneva, WI
53147($6.00-$20.00)

Students and teachers in Massachusetts have contributed to the list of activities (pp. 53-

54) that students can pursue when they have completed their classroom assignments. This

comprehensive list is general and can be adapted to any academic area or any topic being

covered in the classroom. This list can be reproduced and made available to students.
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What Do I Do Now?
A List of Options for Students

The following suggestions apply to any unit or topic of study.

1

.

Use the Games Center, Reading Corner, Learning Center, etc. Record your activities

on the appropriate form.

2. Write a letter to the author of a book you have read.

3. Plan a lesson related to a topic we're studying, but adapt it for a younger grade.

4. Work on an ongoing Independent Study project.

5. Find out ten new interesting facts about our topic of study. Share them with the class

at a later time.

6. Write several math word problems (related to the Civil War, insects, electricity,

etc.). Work them out and show the answer.

7. Use Bloom's Taxonomy to create five good challenging questions. Choose three to

answer yourself.

8. Weave vocabulary terminology or spelling words into a mystery, autobiography,

humorous story, etc.

9. Write a haiku, limerick, etc., related to a unit of study such as geometry, rocks, and

Japan.

10. Write a dialogue related to the curriculum unit between two people who have

opposing views.

11. Write an article for the class/school/town newspaper.

12. Create a learning center based on a current or upcoming area of study.

13. Write a book related to the curriculum or about an area of interest to you.

14. Create a crossword puzzle.

15. Record your thoughts in a journal.

16. Obtain a pass and visit a section of the library that you have never explored before.

17. Develop a good set of questions that can be used as a study guide for the unit test.

Create the answer key as well.
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18. Rewrite the last chapter/verse in this story/poem.

19. Tell how you would have solved a problem or conflict differently.

20. Find a person whose interests or career is related to the topic we're studying. Write a

letter and invite him/her to class. Prepare an introduction for your guest.

2 1

.

Create a board game

.

22. Write a letter to the editor of the local newspaper expressing your point of view on

an issue in the newspaper or a particular subject discussed in this unit.

23. Create an invention that would make life easier in the time/place we are studying.

24. Design a bulletin board for the classroom. Include a hands-on game or activity for

other students to work on.

25. Think of a challenge or problem that has not been solved and pose a new solution.

26. Create questions for a student poll based on some curriculum-related topic.

27. In your own words, summarize what we have just studied. List the five most
important facts you learned.

28. Compare yesterday with today in at least six different ways.

29. Do a "mini" independent study activity. Choose any topic that interests you, research

that topic, and create a product that can be shared with an audience.

30. Invite a character you have recently read or learned about to lunch. Where would
you go? What would you each eat? What would you talk about?

31. Write a story about what we are studying, using only symbols (no pictures or words,

except in the key).
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Appendices
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Appendix B

Suggested Educational Software

Grade(s) Name of Program/Description Publisher

English/Language Arts

4-7 M-ss-ng L-nks SB
Reinforce/strengthen language skills - Program displays a passage from literature with letters or

words missing. Teacher can select from nine levels of difficulty; offers passages from nine classics

of children's literature

5-12 M-ss-ng L-nks SB
(Classics, Old and New)
Features eighty-one passages from Hemingway, Thurber, Shakespeare, Freud, Solzhenitzyn, etc.

5-12 M-ss-ng L-nks SB
(English Editor) (Spanish Editor)

Program enables teacher to enter passages to use with Missing Links.

5-6 Word Attack! D
Four part interactive vocabulary building program - 675 words with definitions - nine levels of

difficulty - multiple choice quiz, sentence completion, vocabulary game.

5-up Ten Clues SB
Program allows students and teachers to set up and play a "Password" type game.

3-7 Microzine SCH
(4 program disk available by subscription or as individual disks)

"Magazine" on a computer disk covering a wide range of academic subject areas and grade levels.

Math and Problem Solving

4-7 Teasers by Tobb SB
Grid-like puzzle that requires students to use logic to solve addition and multiplication problems.

5-up Tobb Learns Algebra SB
Requires students to use logic to solve problem in algebra.

7-up Alge-Blaster D
Program contains over 650 problems in five subject areas (algebra).

4-up Explorer Metros SB
Introduce/manipulate metric measurement - Introduces and reinforces metric measurement and

estimation skills - in an entertaining game format.

5-6 Bumble Plot LC
Series of five games, in progressive order of difficulty, providing practice with graph plotting,

number lines, and problem solving.

6-up Interpreting Graphs SB
Develop/reinforce graphing skills

4-up The Factory SB
Three programs (Test a Machine, Build a Factory, and Make a Product) designed to challenge

students to create geometric "products" on a simulated machine assembly line which they design.
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Grade(s) Name of Program/Description Publisher

6-up The Super Factory SB
Students research and design three-dimensional cubes and challenge each other to duplicate them.

Different levels of difficulty.

5-6 Rocky's Boots LC
Program provides elements needed to build "working" machines that score game points. Students

learn about computer logic circuits.

5-6 Moptown Hotel LC
Series of logic problems, some in game format, to help develop student's strategic thinking skills.

Science

4-up Science Toolkit - Master Module BROD
Students can perform actual experiments using two included sensory probes, an interface module
that plugs into joystick port, and four on-screen instruments; thermometer, light meter, timer, and

strip charts. Also included is an excellent user's manual and experiment guide that takes you
through numerous scientific experiments step by step.

4-up Sir Isaac Newton's Games SB
Students learn about Sir Isaac Newton's laws of motion, and how different environments effect these

laws.

6-up Discover - A Science Experiment SB
Students need to study and discover how to keep a group of alien creatures from outer space alive

within confines of a laboratory environment Students need to observe their behavior, provide them

with appropriate food, and set up barriers and pathways to promote or inhibit interaction among the

creatures.

3-6 Explore-A-Science DCH
Animated and highly interactive series of programs that allow students to explore specific scientific

topics.

6-up Operation Frog SCH
Program simulates the dissection of a frog. Students must select the proper sequence and

instruments, call up diagrams and animation sequences that illustrate how the organ works inside a

frog's body.

Social Studies

5-6 Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego? BROD
Where in the U.S.A. is Carmen Sandiego?

Where in Europe is Carmen Sandiego?

Exploration games of travel and mystique utilizing the World Almanac, Fodor's U.SA., and a

reference guide.

5-up Decisions Decisions TOMS
Series of programs that require students to take on the role(s) of key decision maker(s) and work

them through a social studies simulation.

4-up The Other Side TOMS
Supports the teaching of peace and conflict resolution; simulation in which two nations (teams)

attempt to build a connection bridge.

4-up The Market Place MECC
Simulation game in which students run a lemonade stand with the goal of accumulating the greatest

profit. A new and expanded version of MECC's original Lemonade .
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Grades) Name of Program/Description Publisher

4-up Oregon Trail MECC
A-157(AandB)
Program is an historical simulation along the Oregon Trail; an updated and expanded version of

MECC's original Oregon Trail .

6-up GeoWorld TOMS
A simulation program in which students use a database (accessed through AppleWorks*) to locate

various mineral resources.

3-7 Dataquest The Presidents

Students learn to use a database to get information on the presidents and their administrations.

Art and Music

MECC

4-up Paintworks Plus ACTI
Powerful art program that allows students and teachers to create pictures and print them. Includes

many special features.

6-up Animate BROD
Program for creating professional looking, detailed animation

6-up Music Construction Set ELEC
Tool program to compose music - program allows students to compose music and hear the results

as they proceed.

Key to Abbreviations of Publishers

ACTI Activision, Inc.

Drawer 7286

Mountain View, CA 94043

MECC MECC
3490 Lexington Avenue N.

St. Paul, MN 55126

BROD Broderbund Software, Inc.

17 Paul Drive

San Rafael, CA 94903-2101

D Davidson & Associates

3135 Kashiwa Street

Torrance, CA 90505

DCH D.C. Heath and Co.

125 Spring Street

Lexington, MA 02173

ELEC Electronic Arts

1820 Gateway Drive

San Mateo, CA 94404

LC The Learning Co.

545 Middlefield Road, Suite 170

Menlo Park, CA 94025

SB Sunburst Communication

9 Washington Avenue
Pleasantville, NY 10570

SCH Scholastic, Inc.

2931 E. McCarty St.

P.O. Box 7502

Jefferson City, MO 65102

SOFT Softsync, Inc.

162 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016

TOMS Tom Snyder Productions

123 Ml Vernon
Cambridge, MA 02138
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Appendix C

Volunteer Questionnaire
School/Community Enrichment Program & Directory

School

Name

Address

Educational Background.

Present Business/Academic Affiliation

Other Special Fields of Interest

Have you had experience working with youngsters? Yes No

If yes, please describe

What age group do you prefer to work with? K-6 Elementary Only Grades K-3 Only Grades 4-6

PLEASE CHECK THE TYPES OF ACTIVITIES YOU WOULD BE WILLING TO ENGAGE IN AT THE SCHOOL:

Tutor to an individual student

Mentor to an individual or small group of students

Give a short talk

Lead an informal discussion group

Give a demonstration

Show filmstrips, slides, or movies

Help in conducting a field trip

Conduct a mini-course for a small group of students

Other (Please specify)

When would it be most convenient for you to help? mornings afternoons after school

How long would you plan to work with the students? 1 hour 1 1/2 hours 1/2 day Other.

Would you be available for a personal interview? Yes No

Would you be willing to attend a general orientation session? Yes No

Comments:

Please send completed form to:

Copyright © 1981, 1987, Trillium Press, Inc.
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Appendix D

Mentor Report

Please take a few moments to fill out the report as it will be most helpful for planning

purposes.

Student

Activity: Demonstration

Crafts Workshop

Tutoring

Mini Course

Field Trip Lecture

Other (Please specify).

Week of M T W Th F

Student's attitude

participation

behavior

Additional Comments

Date Signed

(mentor)

Copyright © 1981, 1987, Trillium Press, Inc.
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Appendices

National Programs and Competitions
Note: Most of these programs include complete information packages and teaching materials which are sent upon
registration. Registration should be done as early in the year as possible to ensure timely arrival of materials.

(Addresses and phone numbers are current as of June 1, 1988.)

Program: FUTURE PROBLEM SOLVING PROGRAM
Focus: Four-person teams compete in creatively solving future-oriented problems (e.g., garbage disposal,

illiteracy, drug use, etc.) Problems are scored by outside evaluators and some teams are invited to state

competition. Program also includes competitions in Visual Arts, Scenario Writing, Community
Problem Solving, and a non-competitive primary (K-3) component
Grades 4-6, 7-9, 10-12.

Contact: Future Problem Solving Program

Ann Hoyle Director, FPSP
613 West Street, Wrentham, MA 02093

(508) 384-3837

Program: ODYSSEY OF THE MIND (OM)
Focus: Assigned problems (long term and spontaneous) are sent to participating teams prior to state contest

Problems are essentially "hands-on"and require creative problem-solving skills. Grades K-5, 6-8, 9-12.

Contact: OM Association

P.O. Box 27, Glassboro, NJ 08028
609-881-1603

or: Barbara Mann
Massachusetts OM Director

Triton Regional High School, Byfield, MA 01922

(508)462-8171

INVENT AMERICA!
Students in grades K-8 compete by designing, creating and submitting original inventions, drawing upon

problem solving skills in the process.

The United States Patent Model Foundation

1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite #903, Washington, DC 20004

(202)737-1836

MATHCOUNTS
Program teaches junior high students different strategies for problem-solving. Materials can be used in

the regular curriculum or in competitions.

National Society of Professional Engineers Information Center

1970 Chain Bridge Road, McLean, VA 22109-0269

SCIENCE OLYMPIAD
Designed to increase student interest in science, competitions follow the format of popular board games,

TV shows and Olympic games.

Science Olympiad

5955 Little Pine Lane, Rochester, MI 48064

(313)651-4013

MATH OLYMPIAD
Competitions involve creative problem solving in mathematics for students in grades 3-6.

Dr. George Lenchner

Mathematical Olympiads for Elementary Schools

P.O. Box 190, Old Westbury, NY 1 1568

(516) 333-3413

Program: JUNIOR GREAT BOOKS
Focus: Leaders are trained to ask open-ended interpretive questions about great works of literature in a discussion

group format. Specific readings are selected at appropriate grade levels, 2-12.

Contact: Great Books Foundation

40 East Huron Street, Chicago, IL 6061

1

1-800-222-5870

Program:

Focus:

Contact:

Program:

Focus:

Contact:

Program:

Focus:

Contact:

Program:

Focus:

Contact:
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Information about the following National Diffusion Network (NDN) programs can be obtained from the contact

person listed below:

Denise Blumenthal

State Facilitator Project

The Network, Inc.

290 South Main Street, Andover, MA 01810
(508)470-1080

Program:

Focus:

Contact:

Program:

Focus:

Contact:

Program:

Focus:

Contact:

Program:

Focus:

Contact:

Program:

Focus:

Contact:

TALENTS UNLIMITED
This program assists teachers in recognizing and nurturing multiple talents in children of varying ability

levels. Specific behaviors are taught to students within the framework of the regular curriculum. There

is a strong teacher training component.

Dr. Deborah E. Hobbs
Talents Unlimited

1107 Arlington Street, Mobile, AL 36605

(205) 690-8060

KIDS KITS
KIDS KITS are boxes of multimedia materials, designed and created by teachers and volunteers to moti-

vate elementary students of all abilities to ask and answer questions on high-interest topics. Kit materials

cover a wide range of difficulty, and students are encouraged to experiment with a variety of products.

Jo Ann C. Petersen

Warder Elementary School

7840 Carr Drive, Arvada, CO 80005

(303)423-1227

PHILOSOPHY FOR CHILDREN
Using specific texts to foster the improvement of reasoning skills in children, grades 3-7, teachers engage

students in logical dialogue with regard to such philosophical concepts as "right," "fair," "good" and

"true."

Dr. Glen R. Ebisch or Professor Maureen Egan
Department of Philosophy

College of Our Lady of the Elms
Chicopee, MA 01013-2839

(413)594-2761

PROJECT SAGE
SAGE utilizes three different models of instruction for academically advanced students: separate

classroom, resource room and consultant teacher. SAGE also heavily utilizes school and community

resources as mentors.

Diane Modest

PROJECT SAGE
Framingham Public Schools, Framingham, MA 01701

(508)626-9134

ICE (Institute for Creative Education)

Project ICE develops students' divergent thinking skills through a creative problem-solving process.

Curriculum consists of projects and tasks linked to all subject areas.

Ms. Veme C. Kelly

Institute for Creative Education

Educational Information and Resource Center

700 Hollydell Court, Sewell, NJ 08080

(609) 582-7000
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For more information about gifted and talented programs, contact the following representatives in

the Regional Education Center nearest you.

Gifted and Talented Program Contact

Greater Boston REC
75 Acton Street

Arlington, MA 02174
(617) 641-4870

Ann Sheehan
Northeast REC
790 Turnpike Road

North Andover, MA, 01845
(508) 727-0600

Velma Cobb-Stubbs
Southeast REC

Lakeville State Hospital

P.O. Box 29
Middleborough, MA 02346

(508)947-1231

Chuck Radio
Central Massachusetts REC

Beaman Street, Rte. 140

West Boylston, MA 01583
(508) 835-6266

Paul Burnim
Greater Springfield REC

Macek Drive

Chicopee, MA 01013
(413)594-8511

Anne Crider

Northwest REC
Berkshire Plaza

37 Main Street

North Adams, MA 01247
(413)664-7101




